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rTHE CONVERSION OF GODDARD RANGE AND RANGE
RATE TRACKING DATA TO METRIC UNITS
m
ABST11ACT
The primary purpose of the tracking data conversion described in this re-
port is to permit tracking system analysis prior to orbit computation. The
fundamental tracking data recorded during the track of a space vehicle by a
ground station seldom directly expresses the physical measurements involved.
In order to directly interpret measured tracking data in terms of physical
phenomena, prior to orbit or trajectory computation., a conversion of fundamental
tracking data to metric form is required. The data conversion capability de-
scribed in this report was implemented to provide a straightforward means of
converting GRARR tracking data to metric form (i.e., range, range rate and
angles) free from any data preprocessing such as mathematical smoothing or
statistical editing. Such metric data is then used as basic information in post-




Tracking data at the STADAN Goddard Range and Range Rate (GRARR)
tracking stations is punched on paper tape in the standard Baudot 5-level tele-
type code. It is sent to the Goddard Space Flight Center where it is recorded
on magnetic tape in a format not directly usable by trajectory computation en-
gineers or scientists. The "STADAN" tracking data conversion program con-
verts the GRARR data to MKS units of range, range rate and angles. The pro-
cessed data is recorded on magnetic tape. The metric data is also printed out
with a summary of the data points processed or rejected.
Data stretches often contain invalid or superfluous data which is of no d.rect
interest. The STADAN tracking data conversion program thus also deletes un-
wanted data stretches; that is, data falling outside of desired timing and tracking
observable limits.
The time tagging in this conversion is ground receive time and the desired
translation to time at the tracked spacecraft is done in the orbit or trajectory
computation program.. The VHF and S-Band GRARR raw data formats are
described in detail in reference 1. The overall Mission and Trajectory Analysis
Division tracking data conversion and analysis scheme, of which the STADAN
program is an integral part, is described in reference 2.
A thorough discussion of GRARR system sources of measurement error is
presented in reference 3.
THE CONVERSION OF GODDARD RANGE AND RANGE
RATE TRACKING DATA TO METRIC UNITS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The "STADAN" prograni is designed to provide a means of converting God-
dard Range and Range Rate (GRARR) data to metric :Corm without such data
processing as mathematical smoothing or statistical editing. The program
converts, edits, and reformats tracking data into a standardized format.
2.0 PURPOSE
Tracking data from the STADAN network is provided to Goddard users on
magnetic tape in a format not directly usable by trajectory computation engineers
or scientists. In addition, it often contains invalid or superfluous data, which is of
no direct interest. The "STADAN" program converts the fundamental. or "raw"
tracking data to units of km, lam per second, and deg-rees and deletes unwanted
data stretches, that is, dath exceeding timing and tracking observable limits.
The "STADAN" program computes azimuth (AZ) and elevation (EL) format
X- and Y-angles in degrees (both are provided to the user j, calculates range in
Milometers, and converts biased Doppler count to average range rate in kilometers
per second, The processed data is recorded on magnetic tape in a standardized




STADAN Program Input Tape Format
Character	 Description	 Format
1-2	 Station number:	 12
t 22-Tananarive (TAN)26-Rosman (ROS)





Character	 Des cription	 Format





OGO-D . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 673
OGO-E ......................814
000—F. i. & # @ a	 * 951
GEOS-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 589
GBOS-B ................... 802
VHF
IMP-A .. . . . . .1.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .	 346
IMP-B . . . ................... 460
IMP-C ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 542



























First range rate measurement
Second range rate measurement


















Fourth range rate measurement	 F7.0
85	 Band indicator (C1);
	
1







I = S-Band frequency (1800.000 MHz) for 2.4 MHz
subcarrier
2 = S-Band frequency 0.801-000 MHz) for 1.4 MHz
subcarrier
3 - V14F frequency
4 - TA LL operation
Format






100 kHz or	 1/sec.
500 kHz
100 kHz or	 2/sec.,
500 kH7,
100 kHz or	 4/sec.
500 kHz




The program reads one input tape file per program run. The format is
described in table 1. This format is established from the raw data tracking tape
by the STADAN pre-processor program. The STADAN pre-processor program
is described in Appendix A.
3.2 Card Input
A data card is used to input the time span of data to be selected for process-





The Santiago tracking station still supplies range-rate data that is trans-
mitter frequency dependent. If Santiago data is to be processed, the
transmitter frequency, in MHz, must be included on the data card.
4.0 CALCULATIONS
The program perforn?s the following checks and calculations for each track-
ing data point (record) read from the input tape. Only the data points that pass
all checks are included in the program output.
4.1 Time Cheep
Time from an input tape record is converted to forms suitable for process-
ing and output and is checked for validity, or acceptable limits. Only data points
occurring within: the following time ranges are accepted for further processing:
f
I Day	 366
0 Hour < 24
0 Minute < 60
0 < Second < 60
4.2 Azimuth and elevation Computation 	 -
The following equations are used to compute azimuth and elevation from X-
and Y-angles:
EL Y: aresin (cos X cos Y)
AZ arctan (sin X/cosY)
(2)
arctan [(sin X cos Y/cos EL)/(sin Y/cos EL);
Azimuth follows the usual convention running from 0 0 to 360 0 with 00 corre-
spor^ding to true North and 90° to East. Elevation varies from 00 to 90°, 0 cor-
responding to the horizon.
4
. r.._. 





4.3 :Range Computation (All Stations Except Santlago)
The following equation is used to compute range in kilometers;
Rage (RangeRaw
	




the computed range in kilometers,
Range Raw
	
the range measurement from the data record which has been
corrected on-site for station delay. At VHF, transponder de-
lay has been subtracted on-site. At S-Band, the "STADAN"
program subtracts transponder delay.
RA	 the number of 3 IIz ambiguities which have been added to the
format time interval reading;, characters 37-88 in Table Z,
C	 = freespace seed of light of 2.997925(10 $ ) meters/second.
(Reference 4)
For data before GRARR system modification, the range ambiguity is obtained
from a separate integrated trajectory program, based on simplified celestial
mechanics which requires an input starting vector.
The GRARR system hr,.s been modified recently to provide unambiguous
range in which case the integrated trajectory will no longer be required for
recent data.
4.4 Range Tate Computation (Santiago only)
The range rate or spacecraft velocity relative to the tracking station is
determined from the Doppler shift of a signal transmitted to the spacecraft and
rebirned. to the ground station. The range rate reading recorded in the data
format is the number of cycles of reference frequency occurring during the time
required to count ''N" cycles of two-way Doppler plus bias frequency. This
number, C o , may be related to the doppler and the average range rate (i) accord-




































































































































































































Rate S-land S-Band V11F VHF
( N Counter) * Count Output r ^	 ^^
	 *
(N Counter) Count Mtput(Zero Doppler)'" (7,ero Doppler)**
4 per second 65,503 19310,060 49093 1,364,333
2 per second 1319007 296209140 89187 297299000
1 per second 2290263 4,585,260 149328 40776,000
6 per minute 3 9 133 0 956 629679,120 1829182 6097279 333
`Note:	 S-Band and VHF "N" counter numbers equal the number of cycles of Doppler plus bias
counted by the 'N" counter of the Range Rate Extractor.
"Note:	 R Data Format reading at Zero Doppler.
Nf 	 Nf
C	 ---










2f t -	 f b -- C
where
r - average range rate,
C speed of li ght (2.997925(10 8 ) meters/second)
f t _ inserted bias frequency to perrAt r` sign determination (see
table 2),
N N-counter number (a constant, see table 3),
C^ average range rate measurement on the input tape corresponding to the
number of reference frequency, f r , cycles counted in the time required



















f	 transmitted signal from which Doppler is extracted (input on the data
card).
Table 4
STADAN Program ""tilt Tape Format
The modified GRARR system (Rosman, Alaska, 'Tananarive, Carnarvon)
provides a method of Doppler extraction which removes the dependency of the
velocity measurement on the transmit frequency by deriving the reference and
Was frequencies from the same source as the transmitted frequency. The
expression for C,, for spacecraft using the GRARR S-Band crystal transponder









N/180 -	 1	 + 2
C O	 360 r,)
8
tThe values of bias frequency, fu , and counter reference frequency, f r , are
listed in table 2 along with the equations showing the relationship between the
data format range rate format number, C o , and the spacecraft velocity.
4.5 Time Tagging
Each of the data types of angles, range, and range rate is associated with a
particular "time tag" (Reference 2). In the GRARR system there is a raw data
frame time, TF , followed by four frames of data at a data rate T DR . The ap-
propriate time tag for subsequent frames is, therefore given by:
T s = T  + kTDR seconds	
'(g)
where
T s = frame time
T F =basic frame time
T DR= data rate
k= 0 9 1, 2, 3
The ,ground measu.reinent time for completion of the range measurement
;f
TRM =T s + T R + T w .	 {9)
where
Tp _ ;a°a4ge time tag .(ground measurement t me)
•	 T's = framn.:e itimrae
ins,eeited VVTVV time delay correction
t
T;R time increment corresponding to relative phase difference between










 = range rate time tag
Ts = frame time
T w = inserted WWV time delay correction
oT = measured Doppler count time interval required to accumulate N cycles
of bias frequency plus cycles of carrier phase change.
Equations (4) and (6), it should be noted here, are stated in terms of
spacecraft time, and suitable adjustment of the time tagging must be
made in the orbit determination program.
The GRARR angles are time tagged at ground receive time.
That is:
T  = T  + T W
 seconds	 (Z1)
where
T F basic frame time
Tw = WWV propagation correction
T a =angle time tag
Note that only one angle read-out is available in the raw data for every four
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The program records the edited, processed data on an output magnetic tape
in a standardized data format (see table 4). Tapes in this format may be re-
corded with any density, track level, recording technique, or blocking format that
can be defined in the JCL of the IBM 360 Operating System. A file mark is
placed at the end of the, data.
5.2 Printer Output
The program provides a printout with each program run. The input data
card is printed. Also printed are the converted time, all rejected records, and
a summary of the records read,. accepted, and rejected. Figure 1 shows a
sample of the printer output.
6.0 ERROR COMMENTS
Except for the print of all rejected records and the rejected records count,
no error comments are made.
7.0 IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENTS
The program is designed for use on the IBM 360 Computer, Models 75, 91,
and 95 at Goddard Space Flight Center. It is written in FORTRAN IV for use
with the FORTRAN H compiler, release 16.
The FORTRAN I/O logical unit assignments are given under OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS.
8.0 SUBROUTINES
The program consists of the STADAN (main program), ABNORM, SETCON,
SETSAN, STACHK, TMECHK, and TRACE subroutines. Figure 2 describes the
general program flow. The following paragraphs describe the STADAN program. 	 w








Figure 2 General Program Flow
8.1 STADAN Program
8.1.1 Purpose
The STADAN program edits and processes tracking data at VHF and S-Band
frequencies and records the data on an c atput magnetic tape in a standardized
format.
8.1.2 Restrictions
The tracking data input tape must be in the format described in table 1. This
format is established by the STADAN pre-processor program described in
Appendix A.
Printer output and tracking data output tape must be available. (Refer to
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS for logical unit assignments.)




The program receives the following variables by way of the input data card:
The start time of data to be processed —
LOWYR -"Near
14DA.Y -Day
Lid R - Hour
LIA - Minute
LS - Second






TXF - Transmitter frequency, in MHz, for any Santiago data to be processed.
The program reads data tape records formatted as described in table 1.
Bach record is tested for the start and stop time span limits. The day-time seg-
ment of the record is tested for acceptable limits in a call subroutine ABNORM
with the following variables as arguments:




IFLAG - Data acceptable/not acceptable flag, returned by subroutine
ABNORM.
Upon return from subroutine ABNORM, depending on the flag setting, the
record will either be rejected and another read, or accepted and further
processed.
An accepted record's angle measurements are processed and AZ/BL con-
versions are made.
A call to subroutine STACHK is made, with the following arguments, to
determine if the data was recorded before or after the GRARR system modifi-
cation date.
F
IST	 - Station number
1YR - Year
ID	 - Day
TGOTO - Before/after modification date :flag.
Upon return from subroutine STACM<, where the flag IGOTO is set to re-
ject or accept the record, procossing either continues or the rejected record
and the following message are printed before the next record is read:
DATA RECORDED PRIOR TO GRARR. SYSTEM MODIFICATION
If the data is acceptable, a call either to subroutine SETSAN, for Santiago
data only, or to subroutine SETCON, for all other stations, is made to set up
constants fog, calculations of range rate.
As noted in the raw data format, there are four range and four range rate
measur=ents contained in a record. Each of these measurements is processed
and stored in arrays. The time .element between two records is split into nine
equal parts. The data is written on an output magnetic tape as follows:
(1) one record of time-angle measurements
(2) eight records alternating four time-range measurements with four
time-range-rate measurements.
Processing continues until an end=of=file is detected on the input data tape.
The data summary is then printed as follows:
TOTAL RECORDS BEAD = 	 ACCEPTED =	 DEJECTED
The total records output should equal nine times the accepted records count.
8.2 ABNORM SUBROUTINE
8.2.1 Purpose




f racki : g	 Input tape must be in the format described in table 1. This
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Printer output and tracking data output tapes must be available. i Itefer to
OI'FRATING INSTRUCTIONS for logical unit assignments.)
The variables passed as arguments by the STADAN program must be
available.
8.2.3 Method
The subroutine receives the following variables as argUnients froin the
calling routine:
ID	 - I)ay of the year, loaded by STADAN
IH	 - (lour, loaded by STADAN
M	 - Minute, loaded by STADAN
1S	 - Seconds
IFLAG - Good/bad data flag, returned by ABNORNI
Tests are made of' the time elements to see if they fall within the normal
rannes of the individual elements.
Wien one is not within the normal limits, the rejection flag is set, the
record is printed out, and control is returned to the calling program.
8.2.4 11sag'e
The call to ABNORM is:
CALL ABNORM (ID, I11, NI, IS, IFLAG)
8.3 SE 1'CON 4UBROUTINE
8.3.1 Purpose
The SETCON subroutine determines the constants to be used in calculations
of range rate for all stations except Santiago.
8.3.2 Restrictions
The tracking data input tape in pst be in the format described in table 1.






PROGRA14 TYPE - SUBROUTINE
I4PUT/OUT2 UT
TYPE OPERATION	 FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT	 TYPE ACCESS
_.. WR-STE•-__- _ 	 6-	 _	 SEOUENT.IAL.
THIS SUB P ROGRAM HAS	 19 SOURCE CARDS.




-THE TOTAL PROG44AM L?NG'TH 15	 566 BYTES.
_._	 SUBROUTINE ABNORM(
	 ID. IH • M. IS. IFLAG 1 00010
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (	 4-Ho
	
O-Z	 1 00020
C._	 _	 .. ._ IFLAG-=__ 0 IMPLIES GOOD DATA 00040
C	 IFLAG .NF. 0 IMPLE S DATA OUT OF	 NORMAL RANGE




CALL	 TRACE(	 I TRACE	 1	 _ _ _	 49* S/R
	 CALL**
IFLAG = 0 00060
IF(	 ID	 .LT.	 I	 .OR.	 ID	 .GT.	 366	 )	 GO	 TO 77 00070
IF(	 IH	 .LT.	 0	 -OR.	 IH	 .GT.	 24 I	 GO TO 77 00080
IF(	 M	 .LT.	 0	 .OR.	 M	 .G T.	 60	 1	 GO TO 77 . 00090.
_-_IF f	 I S	 .LT .	 n	 _nR -	 1 1; - n T-	 60_ 1 _G.a_ L^.7Z 	 . _^ _ ,^.— 	 _._._. .__..., C0100 .
GO T 1	 80 00110
77 IFLAG =	 1 00120
WRITE(	 6,600
	 )	 ID.	 IH *	M•	 IS 00130	 * INPUT/OUTPUT





fin 	 F"IRl/AT(	 IH'.. IL1Y.	 9nHTTM=. TR n11T nF	 RANnF	 .InY . T3,.312	 I LaI40. .,	 *IN?U.T/O11.TBUI
BO RETURN 00150
EVD 00160
Figure 4.	 ABNORM Swbroutine Automated Description and FORTRAN Listing
3
Printer output and tracking data output tapes must be available. (Refer to
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS for logical unit assignments.)
The variables Massed as arguments by the STADAN program nnust be
available.
8.3.3 Method
The subroutine receives the following variables as arguments from the
calling routine:
IC	 - two-dimensioned array loaded by STADAN
IC(1) - contains the character which denotes either S-Band or VHF.
IC(2) - contains the character which denotes the sampling rate and the
highest resolution tone used.
XNF	 - a variable containing the S--band or VHF "N" counter number
returned by SETCON
SKATE - a variable containaig the recording or sampling rate, returned
by SETCON
IBAND - a variable indicating that the data is S-Band or VIIF, returned
by SETCON.
Upon entering subroutine SETCON, the values of IC determine the constants
to be used by program STADAN in calculations of range rate.
After the constants are set, control is returned to the calling program.
8.3.4 Usage
The call to SETCON is:
CALL SETCON (IC, XNF, SRATE, IBAND)
8.4 SETSAN SUBROUTINE
8.4.1 Purpose
The SETSAN subroutine determines the constants to be used in the calcu-
lation of range rate for the Santiago tracking station.
24
(SUBPROGRAM SETCON
PROGRAM TYPE - SU3ROUTINE
NO INPUT/3UTPUT IS USED IN THIS SUBPROGRAM.
-- 
THIS SUBPROGRAM- HAS	 2C SOURCG CARDS.
ADDITIONAL ENTRY POINTS: NOW
COMMON REOUIRED: NONE
SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED: TRACE
--THE- TOTAL PROGRAM LENGTH I S 	 144 BYTErSS
SUBROUTINE SETCON(IC•XNF•SP ATE: •IBAND)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H90- T.)
DIMENSION IC.(4).,PE'CORL (8) .S000NT(4) oVCOUNT(4)
DATA RECORD/1.O09.500..25D0910.'DO.1rDO9.5DO9.25D0.10.DO/






r c (.I I.GF.4)_.IF7nN)=^,









Figure 5. SETCON Subroutine Automated description and FORTRAN Listing
rf
8.4.2 Restrictions
The tracking data input tape must be in the format described in table 1.
This format is established by the STADAN pre-processor program described
in Appendix A.
Printer output and tracking data output tapes must be available. (Refer to
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS for logical unit assignments.)
The variables passed as arguments by the STADAN program must be
available.
8.4.3 Method
The subroutine receives the fallowing variables as arguments from the
calling routine:
IC	 - two-dimensioned array loaded by STADAN
IC(1) - contains the character which denotes either S-Band or VHF
IC(2) - contains the character which denotes the sampling rate and the
highest resolution tone used
NNF	 - a variable containing the S-Band or VHF "N" counter number,
returned by SETSAN
BIASFR - a variable containing the bias frequency, returned by SETSAN
SKATE - a variable containing the recording or sampling rate, returned
by SETSAN
IBAND - a variable indicating that the data is S-Band or VHF, returned
by SETSAN.
Upon entering subroutine SETSAN, the values of IC determine the constants
to be used by program STADAN in the calculation of range rate from Santiago.
After the constants are set, control is _eturned to the calling program.
8.4.4 Usage
The call to SETSAN is:
CALL SETSAN (IC,XNF, BIASFR, SRATE, IBAND)
26
rSUBPROGRAM SETStN
PROGRAM TYPE - SUBROUTINE
._MO—,L4R..UT/3UTRAJT <M US$D•- IN, THIS,- SUBPROGRAM*-
.--rKIS-.SUGRAO,GRAM. HAS- 26 SOURCL?- -CARDS.-
ADDITIONAL ENTRY POINTS: NONE
COMMON REOUIRED: NONE
SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED: TRACE
~fiHE 'TO-TAL PROGRAM° LENGTH - S - 	 796 BYTLFS-@ ° "
_ SUBRO.UTLN.E. SE.TSANI.IC..-XNF.BI.A.SFR.•SRATE..lRAND,L
IM O LICIT REAL*8(A-HrO-Z)
DIM,EN.S-M-lL ,IC(2-1,*,!SPED,(-StrSRADAR.(,43...VRADLD(4)•9FU,G,E(21
DATA RSPED/1.D0..5:)09.25DOtlO.DO.I.DO..SDOe.25D0.10.DO/
nATnSpAOAa >_^aa^R^na._ ^^ np^na ._
 eaannwnt; 
.3-1 ^a4-c;t,nAi	 r _....., ._._.,...
	 ^.,.
DATA VR,AD IO /.014329D 6 r. 0081 87D6 o.004093D6 .. 18218206/
DATA_ .ITRACE!! SANTO/
CALL TRACE( ITRACE)	 **S/R CALL**
9IA.SFR= O.OD 0
IBANO=O
_1 T= TC, ( 1 1„}t
IF(J1.GE.4) IBAND=5
J2= IC( 2) 41
SRATE=R SPED( J2)
.._._ IF(J 2.GE.,S) 1, SR =J2- 4-
IF(J2.LE.4) ISR=J2
L NF= T SP +TRANn— T	 s.....»«.....a...^.,,....«...,., ._
	
,. ,.,..........
IF(LNF.LE.4) GO TO 10
IFCL4F.GE.5) GO_ TO 12




..._...., -.,_s.,.:_.,.,..,....e..,- .,..,,... 	 »....._ .
S IA SFR= 30000.DO
15 RETURN
END






The STACIIK suiroutine determines whether the data was recorded before
or after the date of modification of the ti- eking stations to the GRARI? system.
8.5.2 Restrictions
The tracking data input tape must be in the format described in table 1. This
format is established by the STADAN pre-processor program described in
AI)pendix A.
Printer output and tracking data output tapes inust be avail:ble. (Refer to
OI'1:RATING INSTRUCTIONS for logical unit assignments.)
The variables passed as arguments by the STADAN program must be
available.
8.5.3 Method
The subroutine receives the following variables as arguments from the
calling routine:
T''ZT	 - a variable containing; the station number, loaded by STADAN
IY11	 - a variable containing the year, loaded by STADAN
II)	 - a variable containing the day, loaded b;, , STADAN
IGOTO - flag set depending on whether the data was recorded before or
after the modification date
Upon entering subroutine STACHK, the modification date for each station is
determined. The day of the year in the data record, passed as an argument, is
tested against the particular stations modification elate. The record is rejected
in subroutine STADAN if the data was recorded prior to that stations modifica-
tion date:. (The modification year is set at 1969. All data prior to this will be
rejected.)
NOTE,
The Santiago station will not be modified. Therefore, all Santiago data
will be accepted up to this point of flow of the program.
After testing is completed, control is returned to the calling program.
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SU()PR')GRAM STACHK
PROGRAM TYP E: - 5V3RUUTINF
NO INPUT/JUTP UT IS USED IN THIS SUBPROGRAM.
THIS SUBPROGRAM HAS	 16 SOURCE CARDS*
ADDITIONAL ENTRY POINTS: NOW
COMMON RCOUIREO; NONE
SUBPROGRAMS RE9UIRED: TRACC










IF( IST.ED.26) IDCHK=I 20
IF(IST.E0.2a) IOCHK=298
IF( IST.ED.52) IDCHK=243
TF (_I ST..ED,2Z) TrnTn=f
I F( I G;) TO) 193x.4	 ,•,••. M., .	
.._._....-.._..__ K..^..,__._.___
Ar IF( LYR.LT .JYP IGOTOmO
I F ( ID.LT.IDCHK) IGOTO=O
3 RETURN
END





The call to STACHK is:
k
CALL STA C 1 I K (IST, 1 YR, ID, IGOTO)
8.6 TMECIIK SUBROUTINE
8.6.1 Purpose
The TMFCHK subroutine converts the time element of each record plus
the start and stop times of the data to be processed, (supplied hY the data
card) to more readily usable numbers.
8.6.2 Restrictions
The tracking data inimt tape must be in the format described in table 1.
This format is established by the STADAN pr-e -processor program described
in Appendix A.
Printer output and tracking data output tapes must be available. (Refer to
OPERA'T'ING INSTRUCTIONS for logical unit assignments.)
The variables passed as arguments by the STADAN program must be
available.
8.6.3 Method
The subroutine receives the following variables as arguments from the
calling routine:
D	 - a variable containing the converted time, returned by TMECHK
IYR	 - a variable containing the year, loaded by STADAN
ID	 - a variable containing the day of the year, loaded by STADAN
M	 - a variable containing the minute, loaded by STADAN
is	 - a variable containing the second, loaded by STADAN.
Upon entering subroutine TMECHK, the time elements from the data records
as well as the acceptable data time span from the data card are converted to
more reac' : 'y usable numbers. This makes the task of testing the data time
against thL time span of data to be processed easier to perform. The test is






PPOGAAM TYPE - S103000TINE
NO 1VPUT/3UTPUT 15 USZ-O IN THIS SUBPROGRAM.
THIS suwaOGRAM 14A S	 17 SOURCE CARD:,.
ACOITIONAL ENTRY POINTS: NONE
COMMON PEOUIRtn1 NONE
SUBPROGRAMS REOUI R EOS TWACF_
THE TOTAL GROGRAM LENC, T14 f	 020 PYTFS.
SUBROUTINE TMLCHK(D.IYR.I0 .IH.M.IS1
TM-'2 L IC I T PFAL •R( A - 14 90 - 7)
DATA ITRACE/'TMCKl/
CALL T7AC!-:( ITOACF 1
_-r,F a ?H411Sn11fM4AA41 5















Figure F TMECH" SArrwtint- Automated Description and FORTRAN Listing
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rAfter converting the time element, control is returned to the calling
prog ram .
8.6.4 Usage
the call to TMECHK is as follows:
For the start-stop time span .-
CALL TMECHK (DLOW, LOWYR, LDAY, LH, LM, LS)
CALL TMECHK (HDAY, KYR, KDAY, KH, LM, KS)
For the data record time -
CALL TMECHK (1)TEST, TYR, Ili, M, S)
8.7 TRACE SUBROUTINE
8.7.1 Purpose
The TRACF. subroutine is used primarily for debugging purposes by keeping
tra-'- of the sequence of subroutine calls.
8.7.2 Restrictions
The variables passed as arguments by the calling subroutine must be
available.
8.7.3 Method
The subroutine receives the following variables as an argument from the
calling routine:
IA	 - a variable containing; the literal data constant from a data state-
ment in the calling routine.
The literal data constants are stored in an array dimensioned 90. When the
array i.s completed, that is after 90 calls to subroutines have been made, it is





P u ry r,PAM TYPE - SURP011TINE
14PUT/nUTMUT
TYPE IPtRATI14	 094TRAN L rIGIC41- UNI T	 TYPE ACCESS
WPITE	 •	 SE Gulf! 	 IAt
THIS 511AP7OGRAM HA S	 19 SOURCF CARDS.
AOCITIONAI -NTQV PUINTi: NnNt
k
COMMnN REOUIRk11: NUNL
S0t1PRO l ;1+Aw5 RFO , )IRE"3: I'iCuwr
T HE TOTAL W 4116 W A M LEN^,Tt- 1 c	 6111r HYTFS.
SUBROUTINE TRACE( IAl
0( 1 ENSIlN 1 1 ( 90)
DATA I/0/. IBLK/ '
I F ( 1 .En. 0 ) GO Tr) 111
inn rn-AT-1AlIF
	
--- -	 —	 ----------
In( I 1 = [A
I = I ♦ 1
f	 IF( I .GT.
	 90 ) GO TO 200
.l T7 777
111 •:1 112 J -	 . 90
-112 I fl 1.1 La - i^-M	 —	 -	 ----°– • - -- --._. _ M. --__ -- ------•– •--
1	 1
G] T7 100
?00 I - 0
VPITE( 6.60C)( 1E3( J).J = 1.70)
	
t142UT/UUTPUT
600 F-)RMAT( 51(, 30A4 )	 t14P11T /OVTf-UT
122_ C3 IZIYLIE	
--	 -	 -- --
	
-	 -- - ---
RFTU:^v
EN O
AN ENO nF DA T4 SE T HA ; 9EE N 2 KC (IUNTE RFn.
7 Sl14PD .l GRAM a H!. Vfi 3F. f. A PR OCk
I 020 1 i THE TO CAL LF^#uTH h ALL THt AHCVr- M0011LES
PR rtCES l;INC•i WILL NOW T.:JMI N4 T-=..




I'he call to 'TRACE is:
CALL TRACE (ITRACE)
9.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
9.1 Logical Unit Assignments
I'he following FORTRAN logical units are assigned:
Logical unit 5 - card input
Logical unit G - printer output
Logical unit 14 - tracking data input
Logical U-nit 16 - tracking data output
9.2 Program neck Setup
The program deck consists of the source (leck, data cart], fixed JCL cards
that vary with the run parameters. A sample program deck is liven below.
Consult references 4 and 5 for a complete description of JCL cards needed for





... Source Deck .. .
EXEC LINKGO
GO.FT 14 F001 DD UNIT = 2400 - 9, DISP = (OLD, KEEP)	 ABEL = (1, BLP),
DCB = (RF.CFM = FB, LREk L = 88, BLKSIZE = 8800, DEN = 3),
VOL = SER = XXXXXX
GO. FT 16 F001 DD UNIT = 2400 - 9, DISP = (NEW, KEEP), LABEL
(1, BLP),
DCB	 (RFCFM = FB, LRF.CL = 72, BLK SIZE = 7200, DEN = 3),
VOL	 SIB; R - XXXXXX
GO. DATA 5 DD
... Data Card ...
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The STADAN pre-processor program is used to reformat the tracking data
into an acceptable format for processing by the STADAN program.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Tracking data from the STADAN network is provided to Goddard users on
magnetic tape in a format not usable by the STADAN program. See table A-1 for
the teletype transmitted format.
The STADAN pre-proc°^ssor program eliminates special characters, deletes
records not in proper sequence, and reformats the data into one record.
INPUTS
Tape Input
The program reads one input tape file per program run.
Card Input
There are no data cards required.
OU'T'PUTS
'Pape Output
The program records the edited, reformatted data on a standard label out-
put magnetic tape. See table A-2 for the output format. A file mark is placed
at the end of the data.
Printer Output
The program provides a printout with each program run. The first two




Contained in the input data records are two special chai-acter •s which denote
sect fence. The first line of the message should have a pericxi preceding the time
of year and the second line should have a slash preceding the identification
data. When this sequence is detected, the special characters nre deleted and the
data is written on the output magnetic tape in the single record format described
in table A-2.
OPE RATI NG INSTRUC'T' IONS
Logical Unit Assignments
The following FORTRAN logical units are assigned:
Logical unit 5 - card input
Logical unit G - printer output
Logical unit 8 - tracking data input
Logical unit 9 - reformatted data output
Program Deck Setup
The program deck consists of the source deck, fixed JCL cards, and JCL
cards that may vary with the run parameters. A sample program deck is given
below. Consult references 1, 2 and 3 for a complete description of utilities
programs and .JCL cards needed for possible run parameters.
Sample Deck Setup:
JOB CARD
EXEC PGM = IEHINITT
SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT = A
LABEL DD DCB = (DEN = 3), UNIT = (2400 - 9, 1, DEFER)





... Source Deck ...
EXEC LINKGO
//GO. FT08F001 DD UNIT = 2400-7, DISP
(1, BLP),














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DCB _ (RECFM - U, LIZFCL = 50, BLKSIZE _ 50, DF,N = 1, TRTCH = ET),
VOL = SF, R = XXXX
GO.FT09F001 DD UNIT = 2400- 9, D1SP = (NEW, KEEP), LAB FL - (1, SL),
DCB = (RECFM = FB, LRFCL = 88, BLKSI'ZE - 8800, DEN = 3),
VOL = SER = XXXXXX, DSN = SDATA 1
Table A-2
STADAN Pre-Processor Progran, Outl)ut 'Pape Format
Column Description Designator
1-2 Station nuniber STA
3-5 Satellite number SAT
6-14 Time (clay, hour, minute, second) T
15-19 X-angle X
20-24 Y-angle Y
25-32 First range measurement R1
33-40 Second range measurement R11
41-48 Third range measurement R2
49-56 Fourth range measurement R22
57-63 First range rate measurement R111
64-70 Second range rate measurement RIM
71-77 Third range rate measurement R I t2
78-84 Fourth range rate measurement R R22
85 Band indicator C1
86 Sample rate and resolution tone indicator C2
87-8 8 Range ambigu i ty RA
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I
SL71f I'Rt ► GWAM MAIN
PMIIGWAM IIPf - MAIN
l /
I "PUT /OUI Oak) T
TIPt 11PERA1110%	 FOWIWAN I, It. ICAL UNII 	 T IP ► Access
064 TE	 h	 SE OUE NT I At
Wf AO	 H	 SE OUF NT I At
WRI TV	 9	 Sf UUf NT I At
NOF 1 L T	 4
THIS SUHPWLIGWA M HAS
	 42 SOURCE CARDS.
IMI • L IC 1 I 1 NTEGEW*2( A-11
0I 110 fNS104 LINF114J)9LIN1`J/441•SiAlt1•yAT11).11'+1•RX191•CI1R(41.




EOUIVALFNCEILINtI(61.U11.It INt II ?II.S P I It INf 11 711.0111
E'JUIVALENC:ILINf11- -• 1.0[1.11 I 10-24111.S J 21.4t INf 1t 111.0111
EUUIVAIt4c;ItIv! 111!•111111(11),It 1'+t 11 ► ).41111)1.11INt111',1•WW111)1
EOUIVAI f•NCf (t INf 11.'41. T( 1 II.It IN( • 11 141.4111 I ► 1.4LINF11411.W W I I( l) l
CUUIVALENCEILINf'(Il.Ir(III (LINT.'(7)•R211III.IL1NfT41'.I.WU21111
E UU I V At f NC E 1 L 1 N f 2 1141•'.A 11 I I I. I L I Nt1107 ► .ST Al III
f UUIVAt F NfJ (L INt 1(2 14) •C 12W1 1 1 1




If, ( SP I . f 0.SLA5041 Gtl TO 6
(FISPI.t' I .OLANK) GU TO b
GO TO 14
Iv QfAM 4910.F14 Jr40It INF2
I f I SP7.f ')•SLASHI (,1) 1r) ,'4




14 1F101.N 1 OLANKI GU Tv b
(F1011 .Nf.HLANKI GO TU b
IF4 OZ. Nt.HLANK) GO TO 6
IF(012.NF.t1LAN1K1 Gt ►
 TU b
If-(IWFC.uT.01 GO TU 14
rW l 11-1 f+. 1 7 1 L I NF I
WP 1 I( ( n. 1 7 1 1 1 V f 7
L I F(IF+MA1 1 SX. 4V Al / 1




90 W P I To - (6.2611W_C







• 1 NPIJ T/()UTPUT








Figure A-1. STADAN Pre-Processor Program Automatic Description and FORTRAN Listing
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